A neutral composite particle consisting of a positive and a negative constituent in an external Coulomb potential is subject to an effective attractive interaction proportional to the square of the Coulomb potential. Such an attractive interaction may lead to the spontaneous production of a quasi·bound (e+ e-) composite particle in a strong Coulomb field.
The interaction between a neutral particle and an external electromagnetic field depends on the structure of the particle. A neutral elementary particle without charged constituents will hardly interact with an external electromagnetic field. The large value of the magnetic moment of a neutron, which measures the response of the neutron to an external magnetic field, is a consequence of the composite nature of the neutron. I) Likewise, the polarization potential of a neutr~l particle with charged constituents due to an external Coulomb field is well known.
)
An interesting question arises whether there can be additional higher-order interaction terms which are small for weak Coulomb fields but become important in a strong Coulomb field, such as those quadratic in the external Coulomb potential, whose existence has been pointed out previously by Feynman et al. 3 ) and by Close. 4 ) This question is of interest in its own right but has acquire additional impetus in view of the possible production of neutral particles in a strong Coulomb field. 5 ) While many different interpretations of the data on the anomalous e+ lines are possible,6H8) we shall first review briefly the experimental data 5 ) to see how the above experimental imblication is based.
In quasi-elastic heavy ion reactions with large combined charge numbers (Z =163-188) near the Coulomb barrier,5) many sharp positron lines are observed. The energies of these sharp positron lines remain nearly constant under a variation of the combined nuclear charge. This phenomenon suggests that the lines may arise from the decay of some unknown objects produced in such a heavy-ion process. The observed coincidence measurement between e+ and e-emission would indicate that the unknown objects are neutral particles, each of which decays into a positron and an electron. The multiplicity of the peaks suggests that there are at least three of these objects with different masses. The narrow widths of the peaks indicate that when one of these objects decays, no third body is left behind, and no charged third body is present in its vicinity, or else the spectrum would be broadened substantially by the recoil under the Coulomb interaction. One is led to believe that the decay of these objects into an electron and a positron occurs long after the combined nuclear system has separated into two receding nuclei. Therefore, although the strong }Jr0krress lSetters Vol. 81, No.1 nuclear Coulomb field may be related to the production of these objects, they have a mean lifetime much longer than the duration of the strong Coulomb field. They must be able to maintain stability all by themselves. Furthermore, other experiments rule out the possibility that these objects are elementary particles such as axions. 19
We are left with the possibility that these objects are long-lived composite particles consisting of an electron and a positron. Such composite objects, which maintain their stability through the mutual electromagnetic interaction between the e+ and e-, have been proposed. 9 ), IO) Examination of a model (magnetic moment)-(charge current) interaction ZZ ) between an e+ and an e-suggests that for some spin and angular momentum states (such as the 0++ state), a strong, non-central attraction may exist between the two particles at the distance of about a fermi and may make the composite particle quasi-stable. 9 ),10) There has beeri earlier work on the (e+ e-) system utilizing Dirac's relativistic constraint dynamics for a model matched to agree with QED for onephoton exchange processes. Z3 ),Z4) That model exhibits a non-central attractive but superci'itical e+-e-interaction in the 0++ state. Z5 )
We note that if the unknown objects are indeed quasi-stable (e+e-) composites,9),10) then resonances will appear in the elastic scattering of positrons on electrons. The'heavy-ion data suggest the production of neutral objects which are probably composite in nature. For these objects to be produced, they must interact strongly with the nuclear Coulomb field. How can a neutral object interact strongly with an external Coulomb field?
If there is no external field, the two-body Dirac equations for a positron (particle 1 with a 4-momentum PI and charge el = e) and an electron (particle 2 with momentum pz and charge e~) interacting through their mutual interaction are given by i=l, 2,
where ml = mz= me is the rest mass of the electron. This is the form of the two-body Dirac equation one obtains either from the Bethe-Salpeter equation or from relativistic constraint dynamics. In the Bethe-Salpeter approach, Si is an integral operator containing the propagator for the other particle i' and the two-body keniel.37) In constraint dynamics,z3),Z5) Si is the effective interaction at the coordinate of particle i as produced by particle i'. When we separate out the center-of-mass momentum }J = PI + pz and the relative momentum P=(Pl-Pz)/2, the eigenvalue equations for the mass m of the composite system, as obtained from ·Eq. (1) , are (2) and (3) where Mi=mi+Si. We assume that from Eqs. (2) and (3) the mutual interaction gives rise to several quasi-bound states with energies m~ 1.6-1.8 MeV and radii d of about a few fm. We now consider one such (e+ e-) quasi-bound system in an external electrostatic Coulomb potential V having in its rest frame only a time-like component. Then the equations of motion for the particles are obtained by replacing Pi with Pi-ei V(Xi) in Eq. (1):
.
{Yi·[Pi-ei Vi]-mi-Si} W(XI, X2)=O,
where Vi= Vex;). We then obtain i=l, 2, (4) (5)
For the composite particle to have a radius of only a few fermis, the effective attraction between e+ and e-must be quite strong. We assume that the relative motion is not much affected by the external Coulomb field,38) so that Eq. (2) for internal motion remains valid and Yi· Vi and Si commutes. Thus, the equation for the composite particle center-of-mass motion becomes: (6) We shall assume that the distance R between the center of mass of the composite particle and the nucleus is on the average much greater than the radius of the composite particle. . Then, the Coulomb potentials at the electron and the positron coordinates are nearly the same: V(XI)= V(X2)= V(R){l + O(d/R)} and the polarization term involving d/R can be neglected. To simplify Eq. (6) further, we obtain from Eq. (4) another equation relating the difference of Pl 2 and pl. Within the same approximations as outlined above, we have (7) Assuming no correlation between p and P and taking the expectation value of (7), we have (8) }Jrokrress ]Setters 
Ll= -~ (ielalo17 V -ie2a2°17 V>/(PIO+ P20) .

Equation (6) then becomes
{P2-4[eV -(eV>-Ll)2+4[ (eV>+Ll)2-2ielalo17V -2ie2a2°17 V _(E2-m 2 )} 1Jf=0 .
Vol. 81, No.1 (9) We observe from the above equation that when a .composite particle is placed in an external field, there is an effective interaction due-to the fluctuation of the Coulomb potential, in addition to other terms linear in V. This effective interaction is attractive and is proportional approximately to Z 2 c?/R 2 at short distances. There are also the spinor terms eiai o17 V. In order to have a qualitative idea of the contributions from the spin or terms, we use the relation (10) We shall consider the region just outside the nuclear charge distribution (for which V = Ze/R) , and assume that Z is large enough for the Coulomb potential to dominate. Equation (9) 
)
However, because of the finite size of the nuclear charge distribution, the Coulomb potential flattens out inside the nucleus. With the problem of the relativistic electron around a nucleus as a guide, we expect that the finite size of the nuclear charge distribution will move this critical charge value Zc for the onset of the supercritical behavior to a large value of Z but will not prevent the occurrence of the supercritical behavior. The exact evaluation of Zc with a finite nuclear charge distribution will require the solution of Eq. (4) numerically and must await a better determination of the interaction Si.
In conclusion, we have shown how a neutral composite particle with charged consitituents is subject to an interaction 'due to the fluctuation of the Coulomb potential. With many simplifying assumptions, the derivation outlined above may not be mathematically rigorous; nevertheless, the salient features of the effective interaction between a composite particle and a strong Coulomb field should be qualitatively correct. Such an interaction is different from the usual polarization interaction. It arises from terms of the type (ei Vi? in the effective interaction which have their origins in the terms (pi-ei Vi?, in a form dictated by gauge invariance and relativistic invariance. 3 ), 4) As the (ei V;)2 terms are independent of the sign of the charge, both the positively-charged and the negatively-charged consitituents will contribute in the same way and will result in a strong attractive interaction between the composite particle and the nucleus, when the nuclear charge is very large. Experimentally, the heavy-ion data indicate the production of neutral objects and their subsequent decay at a much later time. The experimental production calls for a strong coupling between these neutral objects and the strong Coulomb field. For, if the coupling were weak or non-existent, these objects would not be affected much by the strong Coulomb field and would not be produced at all; we would not see them in heavy-ion collisions.
The above formulation can be used to discuss the effect of compositeness on the Coulomb interaction of a charged composite particle with an external field. We shall examine such a problem in a future publication.
